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Much of what we want to say today centers around the surface mount 603 LED. In this 

enlargement, it seems like a very innocuous little electronic component. But it is very 

small.  
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I have been playing with trains for 59 years, and enjoying photography for 41 years. One 

thing I enjoy in photos is time exposures.  
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Who has not enjoyed the night photos of Winston Link or the intrigue of other such 

shots. How many of us have tried to create our own “night” shots.  
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I want to do the same thing on my model railroad. I want to be able to do a night 

operating session, and I want to have operational street, structure, and incidental lighting 

on the layout.  
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In my childhood the standard shop light was the green porcelain-enamel reflector with a 

big bulb inside it. That’s what I wanted to duplicate.  
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But the problem has always been with the size of the bulbs. I’ve played with and used 

Minitronics bulbs, but was not totally pleased with the results, largely because of the size 

of the wires on the bulbs and the inability to hide those wires. Walthers has also come 

out with lights. They also have a considerably shorter lifespan. 
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2s year ago I was at the SP convention and paid attention to Jim Hinds’ surface mount 

LEDs. I was very impressed with the size of these “bulbs” and immediately ordered 18 to 

play with.  
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Why use LEDs?

• 603 LED is smallest light source available.

• It will “never” burn out.

• It draws less that 3 ma.

– Very small wires.

– Small power source requirement.

– Capacitor sustainable flicker free circuits.

• Creates no heat.
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Jim introduced me to another supplier, Ngineering, who offers tubing that was .018”, 

.025”, and .032” OD.  
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They also sell #38 magnet wire in two colors, So I ordered some of those. But they all 

stayed in their boxes until a few months ago when I got up my nerve to play with them 
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I say nerve because of two things: 1) 603 LEDs are very small and 2) they are LEDs, 

and that is a technology I know little about. 
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But now I am hooked. Let me step you through the basics.  
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First let me say that Jim sells these LEDs either raw or pre-wired. So if you don’t want to 

fool with wiring them yourself, Jim will do it for you for $1.50 each. I am a “Save-a-buck” 

guy, so I solder the wires myself. The 603 LED measures .030 x .060 x .030, so that is 

small. In HO scale that is 2-3/4” x 5-1/2” x 2-3/4”.  
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Here is one on the edge of a quarter. They disperse light at a 150 degree angle, so they 

cover a wide area. I am passing one around so you can see one. There is an off-on 

switch on the battery compartment so you can turn it on and off. I have a resister in the 

line so it is not as bright as it could be. 
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The backside has a pattern to it. The line points to the negative pole. LED’s require DC 

voltage of the correct polarity, so I use the Nginneering #38 wire because it comes in 

colors to make wiring easier.  
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#38 wire is .004” in diameter, less than a half scale inch in HO, so two strands will fit 

inside a hole drilled with a #80 drill and they also fit inside the .018” OD tubing, allowing 

it to act like a real conduit.  
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To solder the wire to the LED, I begin by tinning the end of the wires. No stripping of the 

wire is needed as a hot drop of solder on the tip of the soldering iron will melt through 

the coating allowing tinning.  
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Then the LED is placed in some tweezers. I use the setup pictured as it grabs the circuit 

board side of the LED, not the square housing of the LED itself. Then a drop of liquid flux 

helps the soldering to go fast and serves as a heat sink.  
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With a 15 watt iron, a very quick touch solders the wire to the LED. Then flip the LED 

and do the other side. Unless you are unusual, you will need some type of magnifier to 

see all of this. I said “quick touch.” I melted 5 LED’s before I got the hang of it, and the 

flux makes a major difference. The #38 wire also solders easier than heavier wire. 
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The wires can be attached in several patterns. Most of my wires are soldered so that the 

wires go back toward the center of the LED. This makes it easy to wrap the wires 

together to form a type of light cord.  
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If you want to use the LEDs in something like a ditch light, you will want both wires to exit 

in the same direction.  
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I have also wired them to go straight out the back and drilled two holes in the mounting 

surface  
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My usual procedure is to wire up a bunch of LEDs to have in stock. Of the 150 I have 

now purchased and wired, 5 were destroyed by too much heat and two flipped out of the 

tweezers never to be seen again.  
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Now for lamp shades. 
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The ones I prefer are made by Grandt Line, # 5062 HO scale, 18 to a package for $3. 

They are plastic, and translucent, so I paint them on the sprue, two coats, and I will do a 

further coat when the light is completed. Being plastic, they hold their shape and are 

nearly indestructible. These scale out at 15” diameter, the same as my prototype.  
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Minitronics makes shades in HO and N scale. The HO scale out at 27,” rather large, and 

the N scale at 16” in HO scale. They are metal and very durable. However, at this time 

only the HO scale shades are available without bulbs. I have asked Miniatronics to make 

the N scale ones available also as they are typical of another HO prototype. 
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Ngineering sells HO shades in 12”, 18”, and 24” size. These are metal stampings with no 

wire exit, so you must punch or drill an exit hole. Metal shades prevent light from passing 

through, but you must beware of potential shorts and these are very easy to bend out of 

shape in handling, very easy.  
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The wires from the LED can be drawn through the lamp shade and the LED glued in 

place with ACC or canopy glue.  
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I was introduced to Pacer Formula ‘560’ canopy glue by Jim and purchased some at 

M&M hobbies. It dries clear. It is now my standard for gluing windows into structures and 

for some activities around these LEDs. If you use the metal light shades, a drop of 

canopy glue in the base will not only hold the LED but also insulate the contacts from the 

metal shade.  
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There you have the basic form from which most of my lighting originates. These lights 

can used on and in structures to give realistic looking lighting. The difference between 

these and the Miniatronics and Walthers is enormous in my opinion. The LED is smaller, 

it give off virtually no heat, and draws almost no current. 
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The next design uses the small Ngineering tubing. It is stainless steel, therefore pretty 

hard and not easily solderable. As with any tubing, if you are not careful in bending it, it 

will collapse and be useless. For the .018”, which scales out at 1½” diameter HO, 

Ngineering also sells a .012” stainless wire that will fit inside of it.  
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If you bend the tubing with the wire inside, the tubing will not collapse. Then the wire can 

be removed. I clamp a forceps loosely around the wire while being tight enough to block 

the tubing. Then I pull the wire out using small vice-grip pliers. The tubing will loose part 

of its shape during that extraction, but it can be easily reshaped by hand. I put the LED 

power wires inside the shaped conduit before the final reshaping. This often makes the 

wiring easier since the bends are not as tight. 
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I have two bending tools. One is the Kadee coupler pliers. You have to be very careful 

with it as it will flatten tubing, but working with it you can achieve some sharp bends in 

your tubing. It is my standard tool. For larger radiuses I use a piece of ¼” plastic rod. No 

inside wire is needed with the larger radius bends.  
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To cut the tubing I use a cutoff disk on a Dremel tool. You must pay attention to the end 

of your cuts, as sharp corners will scrape the insulation on the wire and short out your 

light. 
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I use a file to smooth the end of the cut, then use #80 and #78 drills to debur the end of 

the tube. When I have completed my light, I put a drop of CA inside the end of the tube 

to secure the wires and prevent them from rubbing anything.  
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Some old light fixtures had large glass shades around the bulb. To get this effect, hang 

the wired LED in a downward position and surround the LED with a drop of canopy glue. 

Come back the next day with another drop. If you want it elongated, just put the drop on 

the bottom. Over several days you can build up a clear housing of a larger size. You can 

go back and paint the top silver to simulate the lamp housing.  
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Now I look through train picture books looking for lights which are always incidental to 

the photos.  
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An extremely common design found on the Santa Fe are simple shades hanging from 

cross members on utility poles. These are easily scratch built or you can use poles like 

this Lifelike pole and attach a light. If you wish to hide the wires, the #38 size can be 

superglued to the pole itself and it will disappear when the pole is painted and 

weathered. Of course this is a utility pole, so visible wires are prototypical.  
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This engine service facility has a light on a curved conduit. 
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Modeled after a light at the Cotton Belt yard in Shreveport is this light. In this case, the 

gooseneck is a brass bar. The wires shown are the power wires for the LED. The pole is 

part of a bamboo skewer.   
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Simple pole mounted lights are common. For this one, I drilled two holes in the bamboo 

pole and inserted short pieces of flat brass. The lampshade was superglued between the 

brass pieces and the wires tacked with ACC to the pole at selected locations. The wires 

intentionally are visible.  
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One stockyard set of lights is simply a long piece of bent conduit. A styrene power box is 

attached for effect.  
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Some lighting used a large radius curve like this station platform light. Most of these 

prototypes used 3 different sizes of pipe going from larger at the base to smaller at the 

top. My model uses .018” tubing for the curve, .024 tubing for the upper straight section, 

and 1/16” brass tubing for the lower straight. Many of this style pole had a fancy base 

which I have not yet modeled as I have not found evidence for any of these lights on my 

prototype branch line. One could purchase fancy base lights that otherwise look 

oversize, cannibalize the bases, and do resin castings of them.  
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Santa Fe modelers will recognize the lights at the Pasadena, CA, depot from the many 

photos taken there. I was able to get photos from Gary Green which explain something 

suspected but unclear in other photos.  
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These had a chain mechanism to lower the light fixture making bulb replacement easier. 

Photos make me suspicion that many of the utility pole mounted fixtures had similar 

lowering hardware. The small box at the top of the fixture may be a wire coil mechanism 

to coil the wire out as the fixtures is lowered. I would like to obtain more information on 

these. 
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There is nothing like an illuminated billboard.  
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This is the same principle using four lights, wired in series, and superglued to the back. 
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An easy to build streetlight utilizes the Lifelike utility pole set which includes streetlight 

arms. 
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I file off the cast-on lamp shade and drill a #48 hole where it was located. I then drill two 

#80 holes in the top for the wires so the LED will lie flat in that hole. 
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The LED is secured in the hole with CA. 
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Another #80 hole is drilled where the street light arm attaches to the telephone pole. The 

wires are pulled straight and separately through that hole, laying flat across the top of 

the light arm, and glued to that arm with CA. 
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Put a drop of canopy glue on top of the LED to form a new shade. 
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At the bottom of the utility pole, I want to insure that the wires don’t have any difficult 

forces when I “plant” it, so I drilled a #80 whole from the center of the pole to the back 

side of the pole at a 45-60 degree angle. The wire is then pulled through exiting the pole 

at it’s center bottom. 
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The wire can now be glued to the pole. After the light fixture is repainted and the pole 

weathered, the wires seem to disappear. You now have an operational street light.  
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Now to residential lights. A porch light is a given, and easy to install. Remember, you 

don’t have to worry about heat melting anything. 
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I build all of my structures with internal view-block walls and floors so that you can’t see 

in one window and out another, possibly on a different floor. I paint the inside of those 

rooms black. However, for lights, paint the inside of the room white to maximize the light. 
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I use tissue paper, even toilet paper, for curtains to give the light something to illuminate. 

Some rooms are lit, others are left dark. 
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At craft stores or even dollar stores there is a wonderfully inexpensive item to further 

enhance your structures. They sell these “tea lights” 2 for $1 at the dollar store. 
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Inside the light is an golden orange LED and a small flicker circuit. It simulates the flicker 

of a candle. 
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By utilizing the LED and circuit, you can install a “fireplace” in your house.  
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Slides don’t flicker, so come look at the real thing on our break.  
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I will eventually have a lighting bus around my layout attached to a 12 volt (16 true volts) 

power supply with a potentiometer in its line so I can tweak the overall lighting strength. I 

am building each structure to operate at a nominal 12 volts, and that is what I have on 

display today. You may think they are not bright enough, but remember we are in a 

bright room, and with my eventual setup, I will be able to raise and lower the brightness. 

As you see, each group of LEDs is protected by a resistor. These LED’s use 3 ma of 

power. If you put 4 in series, you still only use 3 ma of power. The above circuit uses 12 

ma. for 10 lights. Grain of rice and grain of wheat bulbs use 15-50 ma. each requiring 

larger wiring and larger power supplies as well as giving off heat that can melt plastic.  

Each series needs a resistor for protection.  
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Here is the formula we worked out a 12 volt system:  

1 LED = 4.3K ohm 

2 LEDs = 3.3K ohm 

3 LEDs = 2K ohm 

4 LEDs = 1.3K ohm 
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Lighting effects fool you depending on the ambient lighting. With an overall adjustment 

control, I can tweak the light strength to my taste at a later date.  
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So if you have not experimented with structural lighting, I encourage you to start.   
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I think it adds some uniqueness to your layout and a special interest to your guests and 

operators.  
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603 LEDs make scale size lighting possible for HO scale.  
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My Moline engine house has 12 of the 603’s in lampshades. 
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There is still some detailing to do, but I think you will agree that the LEDs are a special 

touch. 
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My latest project has centered on marker lamps. Santa Fe markers had 4 lenses and 

stood off of the back corner of the caboose at a 45 degree angle.  
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Modeling the Santa Fe, no one makes (to my knowledge) a good representation of a 

Santa Fe marker light. Instead, I began with a Precison Scale brass 31334 marker.  

Take a #56 or 55 drill and drill out in inside of the marker lamp from the bottom. I use the 

drill in a single speed Dremel tool with a sewing machine foot control to get the speed 

slow enough for this work. I use pliars with smooth jaws to hold the marker without 

leaving grip marks. Use tape around the drill bit as a depth gauge to insure that you don't 

drill too far.  

Then use a #70 drill to drill out the lens backs. Since the Santa Fe used markers with 4 

lenses, and the precision scale only has three, drill one through and out the back and 

counter sink it.  

Cut off the brass tab that would otherwise be used to mount the marker. File the back 

smooth so that the marker is round. 

Finally add a hole between two of the lenses to use with a mounting rod attached to the 

caboose.  
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I attach a 3 volt battery to the LED, put canopy cement inside the drilled out marker, and 

then insert the LED. Turn the LED and marker so that the back of the LED will be to the 

mounting hole you drilled. By having the LED illuminated, you can turn it until you get 

light out of all 4 lenses. The brightest lenses should be to the back and side, with the 

less bright ones across the platform of the caboose and toward the front of the caboose. 

Let that set. 

Once dry, use a drop of Gallery Glass (Hobby Lobby, liquid window color) to form the 

lens. I use Ruby Red and Sunny Yellow for Santa Fe colors. (The markers above use a 

previous method which did not work as well.) 

You are now ready to paint the marker black. When dry, I first used a permanent ink 

marker (I use a Sharpie) to color the lenses. In ATSF case, the rear is red, the others are 

amber.  
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The beauty of the LED is that they use almost no power. Therefore a simple circuit with a 

capacitory can power the LEDs even after the car is removed from the track. Once the 

capacitor is charged, going over unpowered frogs or dirty track will not cause the least 

bit of flicker. I found the markers to be brighter than I desire, so I am using a 1.5K 

resistor for R2. The LEDs are wired in parallel.  

I use both a commercial circuit available from Richmond Controls, and a homemade 

circuit designed by modeler Jim Betz. Jim Betz will even sell you a kit with all of the parts 

very inexpensively. Miniatronics also has a circuit. The homemade circuit pictured cost 

less than $3.  
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I drill holes in the rear platform hanger bracket at 45 degrees to the caboose body. The I 

insert an “L” shaped piece of wire from the inside of the caboose and use ACC to 

securely glue it to the inside of the body.   

#80 holes can be drilled close to that bracket to allow the marker wires to enter the body.  
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Mount the markers, run the wires into the caboose and solder them to the circuit. 

Attach the circuit to the roof of the caboose with double sided foam tape. 
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I use wipers from Richmond Control for my electrical pickup, transferring power through 

the truck screw to the inside of the body. My standard wheelsets are from Intermountain. 

Attach the circuit wires to those truck screws. Since you have a flicker free circuit, perfect 

electrical contact is not necessary.   
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And there you have them. Constant flicker free lights for your caboose using 603 LEDs.   
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Illuminated switch stands lights are also possible, as used on this smashboard for a 

diamond on my layout. 


